


Ÿ Design - consist of medium and heavy duty frames where the bed 
length is 1300mm long.

Ÿ Corrosion protection -the entire frame is painted to provide 
corrosion protection throughout the lifespan of the impact bed.

Ÿ Quick maintenance - sliding mechanism allows for quick and easy access 
to change worn idlers.

Ÿ Perfect for confined spaces - the compact inline design allows the unit to 
be installed and maintained in hard to access areas. 

Ÿ Rugged design - heavy duty design can be installed under loading chutes

Ÿ Corrosion protection - the entire frame is electro-galvanised to provide 
corrosion protection throughout the lifespan of the Slider Frame.

Ÿ Frame dimension - 150mm wide

Ÿ Customised - to fit any manufacturers’ rollers

Ÿ Compatible with idlers - 127mm and 150mm 

Ÿ Compatible with Impact idlers - 33mm and 159mm

length 650mm

length 1300mm

height:
75mm 

width:
100mm 

Ÿ Modular design - consist of a heavy duty frame with removable (slide-in or  slide-
out) sides and centre sections for ease of installation and maintenance.

Ÿ Flexible - the bed length is 650mm, which allows more flexibility with different 
loading zones. Multiple Slider Impact Beds can be installed consecutively.

Ÿ Maintenance friendly - slider sections and design allow for easy access and 
quick replacement of worn impact beds.

Ÿ Long lasting - the combination of Heavy Duty frame and High Quality Low 
Friction Impact Pads transforms your impact zone into a low maintenance 
area.

Ÿ Absorbs impact - our impact bars are designed with a top layer of UHMWPE - for 
smooth gliding of the conveyor belt. The middle layer is of rubber - to cushion the 
impact load, while the lower layer is for fastening impact pads onto the support frame.

Ÿ Improved sealing - when skirting rubber is installed onto top of the Impact Bed due to even 
support across its length.

Ÿ Corrosion protection - the entire frame is electro-galvanised to provide corrosion protection 
throughout the lifespan of the Impact Bed.

Tru-Trac Slider Trough Frame gives you the ability to change troughing rolls

under the conveyor without having to lift the belt or remove adjacent belt idlers 

frame. It is designed to fit into tight or confined spaces, ensuring proper belt

rolling support and ease of change out.
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Tru-Trac Modular Skirting Bracket is the solution for correctly 
installing any type of skirting rubber along the entire length of 
the conveyor or at loading areas. This helps reducing spillage 
when conveyors are overloaded.

Ÿ Compatible - with both clamp mounted continuous skirting or 
block skirting.

Ÿ Easy mounting - of skirting onto wear plate. Different 
thicknesses of wear plate are available and can be replaced 
as wear occurs. Also available in hardened steel wear plate.

Ÿ Modular system - installed in segments, this facilities 
installation as and when conveyor is available.

Ÿ Custom designed - for retrofit on almost any conveyor.

Ÿ Available - 1500mm length, 225mm height, 6mm thickness

TRU-TRAC®MODULAR SKIRTING BRACKET

Tru-Trac Block Skirting Rubber is simple yet effective in making conveyor 
loading stations completely spillage free

SIDE SKIRTING

Ÿ Segmented type soft & special wear resistant rubber block - fits easily 
to existing or new conveyor system & ensure long life

Ÿ Segmented rubber block are supported firmly between backing plate & 
serrated clamp - soft but firm contact with the belt gives complete 
sealing.

Ÿ Laterally guided segmented rubber blocks & specially designed 
serrated clamps - conforms the lateral movement of the block can be 
adjusted to the profile of the belt.

Ÿ Specially developed rubber compound - ensures smooth running 
without belt damage, +-55 shore hardness

Ÿ Individual replaceable blocks - substantial cost saving

Ÿ Available - in 1500mm, 900mm, 600mm lengths

22mm 200mm 15omm 

THICKNESS WIDTH LENGTH

BLOCK SIDE SKIRT

22mm 300mm 150mm 

THICKNESS WIDTH LENGTH

REAR BLOCK SKIRT

Ÿ Environmentally friendly - due to significant reduction of 
airborne and fugitive dust and avoiding any risk of product loss 
in the loading area.

Ÿ Increased productivity - and longer conveyor belt life because 
the completely sealed load zone helps eliminate material 
turbulence and conveyor belt cover abrasion.

Ÿ Modular design - can be installed in any combination of 1300mm 
lengths to completely cover load zone area. Quickly removable 
dust hoods, slide-out side sections and removable center rolls 
aid in the installation and maintenance of the system. 

Ÿ Effective sealing is achieved as the belt is correctly supported 
with impact bars throughout the loading zone area.

Ÿ Corrosion protection - available in Electro Galvanised or Powder 
Coated finishes.

PRO-ZONE

CHUTE INSPECTION AND ACCESS DOOR

Modular Conveyor Belt Load Zone Sealing System

Tru-Trac’s Pro-Zone system provides the latest conveyor technology and engineering to 
solve dust and spi l lage environmental concerns encountered at Load Zone areas. Pro-
Zone optimizes the seal ing for air/dust containment on the receiving conveyor belt . This 
ful ly self-contained system comprises of removable sl ide-out side supports and easi ly 
removable center rol ls, Side guards, internal seal ing system, dust curtains and angled 
hoods completely enclose the entire system.

Tru-Trac Pro-Zone System

1300mm Pro-Zone 
with 3 supports

REAR SKIRTING BLOCKS

For conveyor inclined upward or for those handling 
fines,the sealing of the rear of the belt is 
necessary.The height of the rubber blocks are 
increased by 100 mm then the standard size of side 
skirt sealing to compensate for trough height. 
Available in lengths to match belt width.
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Tru-Trac® Chute Inspection and Access Doors are a necessary part of any 
transfer point to allow for safe inspection and quick access to maintain 
conveyor belt cleaning systems.

Ÿ  Safety - bolted inspection screen guard provides the ability to safely 
inspect equipment while it is operating. 

Ÿ  Low Profile Steel Construction - along with a dual EPDM dust seal 
effectively seals the chute door and  can withstand temperatures 
from -40 degrees C to 95 degrees C. 

Ÿ  Available in 2 standard sizes -  300 x 450mm 
                                                450 x 600mm
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